Young Deadly Free Teacher Resource 2020

Handout 1.7 This Is Us: Is it respectful or disrespectful?
Scenarios from This is Us
1

JB grabbing Clarry’s phone and teasing him about his girlfriend.

2 Henry sticking up for Clarry.
3 JB assuming Jen’s brother and Jen might have AIDS or Chlamydia.
4 Coach talking to the team about relationships and safety.

Additional scenarios
5 Frankie grabs Fin’s face when they are arguing one night forcing Fin to look at them.
6 Frankie often asks Fin for sex. When Fin says no, Frankie respects that choice.
7

Gia’s friends and family have noticed that Ali often runs Gia down in front of them. Ali says
things like “Don’t be so stupid”, “You’re so lazy” and “You are being so crazy right now”. Ali
has even sworn at her in front of friends and family.

8 When Ali asks for sex, Gia often says things like “If you don’t have sex with me, maybe I’ll
have to find someone else who will”.
9 Jye gets into town and goes looking for Jessie. Jessie is talking to some other people when
Jye finally finds them. Jye gets out of the car and runs up to the people talking to Jessie and
starts pushing them, yelling at them “Jessie is mine, back off”.
10 Harley and Lee have been in a relationship for the past year. In that time, Lee has smashed
Harley’s phone three times when they have been arguing.
11 Lee often goes through Harley’s phone without Harley knowing.
12 Jules doesn’t like Jase’s mates. Jules runs down Jase’s mates and tells him that they are all
bad influences on him. Jules won’t let Jase invite his mates to hang out with them.
13 Riley goes through Avery’s friends lists on social media and tells Avery who they can keep as
a friend and who they need to delete.
14 Avery tries to break up with Riley, but Riley threatens to hurt Avery if they break up.
15 Jessie has been in unhealthy relationships in the past. When Jessie goes out without Jye,
Jessie worries Jye will get jealous. Jye always reassures Jessie that it’s okay and encourages
them to have fun.
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